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1989

ALIBIS OF EMPIRE

The Struggle to Create Post-Cold War Europe
Category: Political Science > Gen
How the political events of 1989 shaped Europe after the Cold War. This
is the ultimate all-in-one reference for anyone who orders a fruit or
vegetable box, is a regular at a farmers' market or simply dreams of a life
filled with good quality food. Taking us through the year in six seasonal
chunks of two months each, Gardener's World presenter Sarah Raven
introduces us to the best vegetables, fruit and herbs grown in the UK.
For each one, there are hosts of simple yet inspiring recipes - over 450 in
all - ranging from Warm broad bean salad to Green mayonnaise;
Spinach and Gruyere tart to Mint and pea tip risotto; Sweet potato gratin
to Celeriac souffle; and Basil ice cream to Damson and almond pudding.
Practical, engaging, and gorgeously realised with Jonathan Buckley's
vivid photographs taken in Sarah's family garden in East Sussex, Sarah
Raven's Garden Cookbook offers a colourful and delicious repertoire of
ideas that put vegetables, herbs and fruit at the centre of every meal, all
year round.

Henry Maine and the Ends of Liberal Imperialism
Category: Political Science > General, Religion > Gen
Alibis of Empire presents a novel account of the origins, substance, and
afterlife of late imperial ideology. Karuna Mantena challenges the idea
that Victorian empire was primarily legitimated by liberal notions of
progress and civilization. In fact, as the British Empire gained its
farthest reach, its ideology was being dramatically transformed by a selfconscious rejection of the liberal model. The collapse of liberal
imperialism enabled a new culturalism that stressed the dangers and
difficulties of trying to "civilize" native peoples. And, hand in hand with
this shift in thinking was a shift in practice toward models of indirect
rule. As Mantena shows, the work of Victorian legal scholar Henry
Maine was at the center of these momentous changes. Alibis of Empire
examines how Maine's sociotheoretic model of "traditional" society laid
the groundwork for the culturalist logic of late empire. In charting the
movement from liberal idealism, through culturalist explanation, to
retroactive alibi within nineteenth-century British imperial ideology,
Alibis of Empire unearths a striking and pervasive dynamic of modern
empire.
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Polish - World Exclusive

ALLAH

ANGELS

God's Wisdom
Category: Religion > Gen
Three and a half billion people
᐀琀栀攀
majority of the world
ᤀ猀
population ᐀瀀爀漀昀攀猀猀 Christianity or Islam. Renowned scholar Miroslav
Volf ᤀ猀 controversial proposal is that Muslims and Christians do worship
the same God ᐀琀栀攀 only God. As Volf reveals, warriors in the ᰀ挀氀愀猀栀 of
civilizations ᴀ have used ᰀ爀攀氀椀最椀漀渀猠ᴠ᐀攀愀挀栀 with its own god and worn as a
badge of identity ᐀琀漀 divide and oppose, failing to recognize the one God
whom Muslims and Christians understand in partly different ways.
Writing from a Christian perspective, and in dialogue with leading
Muslim scholars and leaders from around the world, Volf reveals
By: Howard, Jacqueline
surprising points of intersection and overlap between these two faith
Paper back ISBN:
traditions: ∀ What the Qur ᤀ愀渀 denies about God as the Holy Trinity has9781453593462
been denied by every great teacher of the church in the past and ought to
Hardcover ISBN:
be denied by Christians today.
∀ A person can be both a practicing 9781453593479
Muslim and 100 percent Christian without denying core convictions of
Publication Year:
belief and practice. ∀ How two faiths, worshipping the same God, can 2010
work toward the common good under a single government. Volf explains
the hidden agendas behind today ᤀ猀 news stories as he thoughtfully
considers the words of religious leaders and parses the crucial passages
from the Bible and the Qur ᤀ愀渀 that continue to ignite passion. Allah
offers a constructive way forward by reversing the
ᰀ漀甀爀 God vs. their
God ᴀ premise that destroys bridges between neighbors and nations, All Rights Available
magnifies fears, ... Read more »

Free Spirits
Category: Religion > Gen
In Angels, Jacqueline Howard offers an insightful and detailed look into
the existence and works of these celestial beings and bolsters her
conclusions with sound biblical information. "Jacqueline Howard offers
an insightful and detailed look into the existence of these celestial
beings, and bolsters her conclusions with sound biblical information.
The book, Angels, begins by defining and describing angelic beings and
contrasting the biblical description of these celestial beings to the
commercial images that are prevalent in the 21st Century. Howard cites
many scriptural references that support the existence of angels. To know
an angel may require one to suspend one ᤀ猀 judgment and reason, open
up one ᤀ猀 heart, and mind to the wondrous possibilities that many only
dream about. A person may be comfortable with his or her own private
thoughts about angels but may be reluctant to discuss these supernatural
spirits with a friend. After all, what physical proof is there? Is it illogical
to fathom the idea of angels? Who believes that heavenly beings are
helping us? Scripture leads us to have faith and believe, read John
20:29b (KJV) which states, ᰀ戀氀攀猀猀攀搀 are they that have not seen, and yet
have believed.”"
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Jona and Charles
Paper back ISBN:
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Publication Year:
2009

BEST YEARS

BOUNDARIES OF CONTAGION

Going to the Movies, 1945-1946
Category: Architecture > Annuals, House & Home > Decora
Best Years shines light on a critical juncture in American history and the
history of American cinema-the end of WWII (1945) and a year of
unprecendented success in Hollywood's "Golden Age" (1946). Americans
flocked to the movies in 1945 and 1946--the center point of the threedecade heyday of the studio system's sound era. Why? Best Years is a
panoramic study, shining light on this critical juncture in American
historyand the history of American cinema--the end of World War II
(1945) and a year of unprecedented success in Hollywood's "Golden Age"
(1946). This unique time, the last year of war and the first full year of
peace, provides a rich blend of cinema genres and types--from the
battlefront to the home front, the peace film to the woman's film,
psychological drama, and the period's provocative new style, film noir.
Best Years focuses on films that were famous, infamous, forgotten, and
unforgettable. Bigbudget A-films, road shows, and familiar series share
the spotlight. From Bergman and Grant in Notorious to Abbott and
Costello in Lost in a Harem, Charles Affron and Mirella Jona Affron
examine why the bond between screen and viewer was perhaps never
tighter. Pa

How Ethnic Politics Have Shaped Government Responses to AIDS
Category: Political Science > General, Political Science > Government
> Gen
The first systematic, comparative analysis of the politics of HIV/AIDS
Why have governments responded to the HIV/AIDS pandemic in such
different ways? During the past quarter century, international agencies
and donors have disseminated vast resources and a set of best practice
recommendations to policymakers around the globe. Yet the
governments of developing countries in sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Caribbean continue to implement widely varying
policies. Boundaries of Contagion is the first systematic, comparative
analysis of the politics of HIV/AIDS. The book explores the political
challenges of responding to a stigmatized condition, and identifies ethnic
boundaries--the formal and informal institutions that divide societies-as a central influence on politics and policymaking. Evan Lieberman
examines the ways in which risk and social competition get mapped onto
well-institutionalized patterns of ethnic politics. Where strong ethnic
boundaries fragment societies into groups, the politics of AIDS are more
likely to involve blame and shame-avoidance tactics against segments of
the population. In turn, government leaders of such countries respond
far less aggressively to the epidemic. Lieberman's case studies of Brazil,
South Africa, and India--three developing countries that face significant
AIDS epidemics--are complemented by statistical analyses of the policy
responses of Indian states and over seventy developing countries. The
studies conclude that var... Read more »
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Hardcover ISBN:
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CAMPAIGN CRISIS

DEMANDING DEMOCRACY

Detours on the Road to Congress
Category: Political Science > Gen
Garrett explores how political professionals navigate crises over the
course of congressional campaigns. How do sleepy congressional
campaigns become heated battles? What happens behind the scenes
during pivotal moments? Sam Garrett explores the dynamic process of
electioneering by focusing on the insights and activities of political
professionals: the consultants, party officials, staffers, and others who
make a career out of campaigning. As his analysis makes clear, how
these experts handle crises - be they real, imagined, or manufactured by
or for the competition - often shapes electoral outcomes. Garrett
explores how political professionals navigate crises over the course of
congressional campaigns.

American Radicals in Search of a New Poltics
Category: Political Science > General, Political Science > Government
> Gen
What today's political thinkers can learn from the radical democratic
movements of 20th-century America. This is a major work of history and
political theory that traces radical democratic thought in America across
the twentieth century, seeking to recover ideas that could reenergize
democratic activism today. The question of how citizens should behave
as they struggle to create a more democratic society has haunted the
United States throughout its history. Should citizens restrict themselves
to patient persuasion or take to the streets and seek to impose change?
Marc Stears argues that anyone who continues to wrestle with these
questions could learn from the radical democratic tradition that was
forged in the twentieth century by political activists, including
progressives, trade unionists, civil rights campaigners, and members of
the student New Left. These activists and their movements insisted that
American campaigners for democratic change should be free to strike
out in whatever ways they thought necessary, so long as their actions
enhanced the political virtues of citizens and contributed to the eventual
triumph of the democratic cause. Reevaluating the moral and strategic
arguments, and the triumphs and excesses, of this radical democratic
tradition, Stears contends that it still offers a compelling account of
citizen behavior--one that is fairer, more inclusive, and more truly
democratic than those advanced by political theorists today.

Publication Year:
2010
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By: Burbank, Jane &
Cooper, Frederick
Paper back ISBN:
9780691127088
Publication Year:
2010

EMPIRES IN WORLD HISTORY

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF POLITICAL THEORY

Power and the Politics of Difference
Category: Political Science > Gen
How empires used diversity to shape the world order for over two
millenia. Empires--vast states of territories and peoples united by force
and ambition--have dominated the political landscape for more than two
millennia. Empires in World History departs from conventional
European and nation-centered perspectives to take a remarkable look at
how empires relied on diversity to shape the global order. Beginning
with ancient Rome and China and continuing across Asia, Europe, the
Americas, and Africa, Jane Burbank and Frederick Cooper examine
empires' conquests, rivalries, and strategies of domination--with an
emphasis on how empires accommodated, created, and manipulated
differences among populations. Burbank and Cooper examine Rome and
China from the third century BCE, empires that sustained state power
for centuries. They delve into the militant monotheism of Byzantium, the
Islamic Caliphates, and the short-lived Carolingians, as well as the
pragmatically tolerant rule of the Mongols and Ottomans, who combined
religious protection with the politics of loyalty. Burbank and Cooper
discuss the influence of empire on capitalism and popular sovereignty,
the limitations and instability of Europe's colonial projects, Russia's
repertoire of exploitation and differentiation, as well as the "empire of
liberty"--devised by American revolutionaries and later extended across
a continent and beyond. With its investigation into the relationship
between diversity and imperial states, Empires i... Read more »

From A - Z

By: Bevir, Mark
Paper back ISBN:
9781412958653
Publication Year:
2010

Category: Political Science > General, Political Science > Government
> Gen
How we think today decisively influences the world of tomorrow. The
encyclopedia might play a small part in bringing greater clarity and
understanding to political debate. For a free 30-day online trial to this
title, visit www.sagepub.com/freetrial How do we arrange our collective
affairs? Why do we live together in the ways we do? How ought we to live
together? All humans think about the world they live in, its history and
future, and the ideals by which they want to live in relation to others.
How we think today decisively influences the world of tomorrow. This
encyclopedia attempts to bring greater clarity and understanding to
political debate. Drawing together a team of international scholars, the
Encyclopedia of Political Theory examines the ideas of the major
political theorists from before Plato to our own times; the main schools
of political thought; the concepts and issues that have captured the
imagination and attention of political theorists; and some of the main
institutions and practices inspired by political thought. With more than
450 entries, these three volumes provide a quick, one-stop source to key
topics in the field. Key Features Examines the global landscape of all the
key theories and the theorists behind them Includes specific lists of
entries that deal with constitutional thought and democratic thought
Refers to distinctive norms and features of various governments, legal
systems, and societies Devotes large parts to the history of ideas about
govern... Read more »
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Kurth
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Publication Year:
2009

HOW TERRORISM ENDS

MIGRATIONS AND MOBILITIES

Understanding the Decline and Demise of Terrorist Campaigns
Category: Political Science > Gen
Why every terrorist movement comes to an end - and how this history
can help us defeat Al-Quaeda Amid the fear following 9/11 and other
recent terror attacks, it is easy to forget the most important fact about
terrorist campaigns: they always come to an end--and often far more
quickly than expected. Contrary to what many assume, when it comes to
dealing with terrorism it may be more important to understand how it
ends than how it begins. Only by understanding the common ways in
which terrorist movements have died out or been eradicated in the past
can we hope to figure out how to speed the decline of today's terrorist
groups, while avoiding unnecessary fears and costly overreactions. In
How Terrorism Ends, Audrey Kurth Cronin examines how terrorist
campaigns have met their demise over the past two centuries, and
applies these enduring lessons to outline a new strategy against alQaeda. This book answers questions such as: How long do terrorist
campaigns last? When does targeting the leadership finish a group?
When do negotiations lead to the end? Under what conditions do groups
transition to other forms of violence, such as insurgency or civil war?
How and when do they succeed or fail, and then disappear? Examining a
wide range of historical examples--including the anti-tsarist Narodnaya
Volya, the Provisional IRA, Peru's Shining Path, Japan's Aum Shinrikyo,
and various Palestinian groups--Cronin identifies the ways in which
almost all terrorist groups die out, including deca... Read more »

Citizenship, Borders, and Gender
Publisher: combined books for young readers
Category: Art > Art & Politics, Juvenile Fiction > Activity Books, Social
Science > Gen
In an increasingly globalized world, the movement of peoples across
national borders is posing unprecedented challenges, for the people
involved as well as for the places to which they travel and their countries
of origin. Citizenship is now a topic in focus around the world but much
of that discussion takes place without sufficient attention to the women,
men, and children, in and out of families, whose statuses and treatments
depend upon how countries view their arrival. As essays in this volume
detail, both the practices and theories of citizenship need to be
reappraised in light of the array of persons and of twentieth-century
commitments to their dignity and equality. Migrations and Mobilities
uniquely situates gender in the context of ongoing, urgent conversations
about globalization, citizenship, and the meaning of borders. Following
an introductory essay by editors Seyla Benhabib and Judith Resnik that
addresses the parameters and implications of gendered migration, the
interdisciplinary contributors consider a wide range of issues, from
workers' rights to children's rights, from theories of the nation-state and
federalism to obligations under transnational human rights conventions.
Together, the essays in this path-breaking collection force us to consider
the pivotal role that gender should play in reconceiving the nature of
citizenship in the contemporary, transnational world. Contributors:
Selya Benhabib, Jacqueline Bhabha, Linda Bosniak, Catherine
Dauvergne, Talia... Read more »
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